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Editorial
Cervical cancer represents a rare long-term consequence of
persistent high-risk HPV infections of the lower genital tract,
especially in settings with high HPV prevalence and poor or absent
cervical screening infrastructure. Besides racial and ethnic disparities,
several other factors can be implicated in the observed plateau in
the incidence, mortality, and survival of cervical cancer incidence
worldwide.1 In particular, poor access to health care arising by
social and cultural barriers leads to inconsistent management of
early cervical abnormalities, while non-attendance and high default
rates from cervical screening are also common.2 Lack of physician
awareness or patient’s ignorance of their personal risk for cervical
cancer and fatalistic attitudes toward cancer discourage participation
in cervical screening. Furthermore, financial barriers in uninsured or
underinsured patients, fear of pain and discomfort from a gynecologic
examination and language obstacles in multiethnic populations
to decrease participation in secondary cervical cancer prevention.
Besides, overtreatment of patients when clinicians fear future
noncompliance leads to heightened patient anxiety and community
mistrust of the health care system.1 Nonetheless, lower socioeconomic
status and inequalities represent fundamental problems which must be
addressed in the new integrated strategies.3
More than 10years have elapsed since the global launch of the
first vaccine targeting an STI, namely the quadrivalent VLP HPV
vaccine. Despite being highly successful, HPV vaccination programs
have been particularly well executed in special settings where their
implementation has been school-based.4 The patchy coverage of
vaccination target groups and the huge debate over HPV vaccination
essentially stemmed from physicians and people’s mixed attitudes
towards vaccination, inaccurate information in the electronic and
social media and the robust anti-vaccination movement among others.
In hindsight, anecdotally some would argue that if the quadrivalent
vaccine was globally marketed as an anti-wart vaccine without
reference to cervical “precancer”, it might have enjoyed more success.
In the meanwhile, the inherent drawbacks of cytology (subjective
nature, low sensitivity for detecting true cervical precancer requiring
frequent re-screening) have been partially addressed with the wider
implementation of HPV-related biomarkers which represent objective
and more repetitive methods to screen for precancerous lesions.5
Several DNA and mRNA HPV assays have gained FDA approval,
other biomarkers (p16/Ki67 dual stain, viral genotyping, methylation
markers) are being successfully used in daily clinical practice, and
several others are still being validated in the assessment of HPV
positive women.6 This progress in HPV science has been the basis
of calibrated cervical screening and triage options, and guidelines
endorsed by the scientific committees.
Therefore, the two approaches for controlling cervical cancer
incidence have paved in parallel routes for a while; secondary
prevention implementing cytology and HPV-related biomarkers for
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identifying precancer lesions, with subsequent resort to colposcopy;
and HPV vaccination-virtually the incarnation of primary prevention.
Even in the western world however, cervical screening is commonly
opportunistic; or might be organized inconsistently across and within
countries and regions.7 In an excellent review addressing the flaws
of secondary cervical prevention, the authors point at the differences
between organized and opportunistic screening; in the former the
basic principle is that the more women screened (as differentiated
from the more tests done), the less morbidity and mortality from
cervical cancer.7 In contrast, opportunistic screening is often
characterized by the over-screening of a minority of (some privileged)
women, while those women most at risk tend to be screened rarely
or not at all.7 Thus, across all levels of screening coverage, increases
in test sensitivity provide greater reductions in the lifetime risk of
cancer, but the magnitude of cancer risk reduction depends on the
level of coverage.8 Inevitably, opportunistic and organized programs
intersect in a variety of ways and the authors acknowledge that in all
jurisdictions with organized screening programs, at least some (and
often a great deal of) opportunistic screening is also undertaken, and
data from that opportunistic screening are often not captured.7,8
None of the theoretical advantages of HPV vaccination strategies
which were initially proposed at the time of the vaccine launch has
been effectively annulled; on the contrary, most have been widely
corroborated. In terms of secondary prevention efficacy, several metaanalyses have corroborated the results of Soutter et al., who pointed
that the relative risk for cervical cancer among women treated for any
grade of precancer was several times that of the background risk for
the next decade or more following treatment, justifying the need for
sustained vigilance.9 This elevated risk might be higher in women
treated for high-grade lesions or who test hr-HPV positive.10
Likewise, the consequences of various surgical treatment
modalities of screen-detected cervical precancer in neonatal
prematurity and perinatal morbidity have been highlighted in seminal
research that was published almost concurrently with the launch of the
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quadrivalent VLP HPV vaccine and paved the way to a new subchapter
in cervical pathology.11,12 Irrespective of whether those concerns have
occasionally caused excisional treatments of insufficient depth, this
research has drawn attention among physicians to avoid re-cones, tophats and other undue overtreatment.
Cervical adenocarcinoma is globally on the rise, and one possible
explanation could be the prolonged use of hormonal contraception;
not surprisingly intrauterine contraceptive devices might have a
negative correlation with the development of adenocarcinoma.13 The
contribution of HPVs in glandular lesions has been a topic where much
insight has been gained in the past decade; we now know that almost
all adenocarcinomas arising from the cervix are hr-HPV-related.14
Despite the enhanced detection rates of glandular precancer with the
implementation of LBC, glandular lesions arising in the cervix are
still easily missed, either due to localization high in the canal, or due
to their multifocal nature; yet another era where primary prevention
clearly trumps.
The psychological consequences of the treatments for cervical
precancer represent a large and hugely underestimated area of
interest. This wealth of negative feelings and sentiments has been the
subject of exhaustive research, and quite often the emotional trauma
is more important than the physical one. But then, it’s not only the
treatment that provokes anxiety and negative feelings, it’s also the
HPV infection itself, that induces stigmatization.
Real world declines in the prevalence of HPV-related outcomes
are also established. Decreases in warts prevalence in nations which
implemented centrally organized vaccination programs represent an
early benefit of such vaccination programs.15 Decreases in the rates
of detected high grade precancerous abnormalities in young women
have been already documented.16 Besides, evidence of cross-type
protection, primarily for HPV 45 and, to a lesser extent, for HPVs 31
and 33 has been also documented.17
The causative relation of HPV infection with the development
of neoplasms in other sites, namely vulvar, penile, oropharyngeal
and anal cancer, that has been only lately corroborated, was not yet
established at the time of launch of the first generation VLP vaccines.18
These relations translated to welcome bonus gains in public health
prevention strategies, which redefine the logistics and justify the
costs imposed by the vaccination programs. Of course, this additional
morbidity burden was irrelevant and cannot be dealt by the secondary
cervical prevention.
Regarding the effect of herd immunity, this is more pronounced
in populations where high HPV-vaccination coverage has been
achieved; in these populations, substantial reductions in the rates of
infection and cervical neoplastic disease have been observed not only
among those women who received the vaccine, but also among the
non-vaccinated females and males aged <25years. This is the case for
pioneers in vaccination, like Australia.19 At a certain herd immunity
level, tailoring screening to vaccination status may no longer be
justified, as the risk level becomes cost-ineffective for unvaccinated
women. This herd immunity effect also pertains solely to primary
prevention.20
Regarding the initial concerns on vaccine safety, after the
administration of tenths of millions doses of all three brands of
HPV vaccines, VLP vaccine safety profile has been established and
does not represent an issue.21 The cost-effectiveness of a combined
primary and secondary cervical prevention programs are critically
dependent on the age of vaccination and initialization of screening,
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screening frequency, and the intensity of conducting further tests for
mild cytologic abnormalities.22 Cost-effectiveness models will help
determine the optimal combination of HPV vaccination and screening
in public health programs, and balance the effects of such approaches
in different populations.19 With the increasing demand under pressing
health logistics for less screening in well-HPV-vaccinated cohorts
(ie, those vaccinated primarily before becoming sexually active),
strategies that combine HPV vaccination with simplified protocols of
HPV screening and cytology triage, at least for women aged >30, will
be of interest in many settings in the foreseeable future.19,23,24 Besides,
as herd immunity levels increase, the core design of screening
schedules (e.g., screening intervals or screening start age) evolves,
highlighting the importance of jointly optimizing both primary and
secondary prevention strategies.25,26
Finally as El-Zein and colleagues argue, decision-making
nowadays on cancer screening incorporates not only the extent
of benefit in mortality reduction but also the potential harms from
screening.27 Policymakers need to assess related costs, utilities,
infrastructures, political risks of inaction and patient choices.27 Health
benefits, lifetime costs and screening harms in terms of referrals and
overtreatments need to be balanced.
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